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ABSTRACT
Throughout many of the different types of Web searches peo-
ple perform, the primary tasks are to first craft a query that
effectively captures their information needs, and then evalu-
ate the search results seeking relevant documents. However,
the top Web search engines generally provide little support
for users in these tasks. WordBars is a next-generation Web
search interface that provides an interactive histogram rep-
resentation of the most frequently appearing terms within
the titles and snippets of the top 100 search results. In this
paper, the results of a user study are presented in which the
ability of the participants to find relevant documents using
the features of WordBars is measured. Most participants
were able to find more relevant documents using WordBars
when compared to the original order of the search results.
Subjective reactions were very positive, with all the partic-
ipants rating the interactive features of WordBars highly.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
H.3.3 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Information
Search and Retrieval; H.5.2 [Information Interfaces and
Presentation]: User Interfaces

General Terms
Query formulation, Information filtering, Human factors,
Evaluation

Keywords
web search, query refinement, search results exploration, vi-
sualization, interaction

1. INTRODUCTION
Studies on Web search user behaviour have reported that

queries commonly consist of only one to three terms [9, 21].
These short queries indicate that users of Web search engines
often have difficulties crafting queries that accurately reflect
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their information needs. Little support is provided for this
task; it is up to the user to decide which terms to enter into
the query, and to manually add or remove terms from their
query as needed.

Even when Web searchers are able to effectively craft a
query, few consider more than three pages of search results
[20, 21]. Although users may be able to find the information
they are seeking within the first few pages of the search re-
sults, difficulties arise when they are unable to do so. Studies
have found that there is a tendency for searchers to avoid
conducting an in-depth evaluation of the search results [21].
The static list-based representations of the search results re-
quire users to consider each document individually, and to
some degree in the order provided. Most Web search engines
provide little ability to manipulate or explore the search re-
sults further.

We have previously proposed that the traditional model
for Web search be extended to include cycles of interactive
query refinement and interactive search results exploration
[6]. WordBars [5] represents a realization of this interactive
Web search model. A term frequency histogram generated
from the titles and snippets of the top search results sup-
ports users in both building a better query and exploring the
search results. In this paper, the results of user studies with
WordBars are reported, showing the effectiveness of using
visualization and interaction to support Web search tasks.

A fundamental design principle in the development of
WordBars was to strike a balance between computer au-
tomation and human control of the task [19]. Crafting a
query that accurately represents a user’s information needs
is an inherently human task, as is the evaluation of the search
results. While some have suggested methods for automatic
query expansion [26, 15, 24], we believe human decision-
making in query refinement is vitally important. Similarly,
most Web search engines provide automated ranking of the
search results based on complex and proprietary algorithms,
such as PageRank [1] or HITS [11]. However, these algo-
rithms result in static ordered lists of search results. Inter-
active exploration, drawing upon the user’s understanding
of their information need, can allow highly relevant docu-
ments located deep in the search results to be brought to
the attention of the user.

The remainder of this paper is dedicated to a discussion
of related work, an overview of the WordBars system, an
outline of the experimental design, and the results from the
user evaluations. The paper concludes with a discussion on
the features and outcomes of the user evaluation and an
overview of future work.



2. RELATED WORK

2.1 Interactive Query Refinement
Providing lists of terms from which a user can select for

query expansion is not a new idea. Harman [3] generated
three different lists from which the user could choose addi-
tional terms to add to their query. The results reported from
this work were good when users made perfect choices from
the lists of available terms. However, others have shown
that when presented with a list of potentially relevant terms,
users may have difficulties choosing good terms to add to
their queries [18, 13].

Others have investigated alternate methods for present-
ing terms to users for query refinement purposes. For ex-
ample, Joho et al. [10] generated a hierarchy of query ex-
pansion terms from the set of retrieved documents, and pre-
sented these to the user via cascading menus. Although
there is value in deducing and representing the relationships
among terms within the search results set, their process re-
quires access to the contents of the entire documents within
the search results, which is not feasible for interactive Web
search systems.

In our work on WordBars, the potential query refinement
terms are selected from the top search results returned by
the underlying Web search engine. However, rather than col-
lecting the actual document contents, the frequency statis-
tics are based only on the title and snippet provided by the
underlying search engine. The title is often descriptive of
the information within the document, and the snippet con-
tains contextual information regarding the use of the query
terms within the document. These both provide valuable
information about the documents in the search results.

Further, WordBars provides a visual representation of the
frequency of the terms, as well as an indication of which
terms are present in the current query. The ability to re-sort
the search results allows users to see how potential query
expansion terms are used in the top search results. This
additional information allows the users to make informed
decisions for query expansion that would not be possible
when simply considering a list of terms.

2.2 Search Results Re-Sorting
The re-sorting of search results based on Web search per-

sonalization is a rather active research field [22, 23, 16].
These systems generally provide an automated re-sorting
and filtering of the search results based on the personalized
profiles of the users. However, there appears to be little re-
search on interactive tools to allow the users to control the
re-sorting methods, in personalized systems or otherwise.

In our work on HotMap [7], users were able to re-sort the
search results based on the frequencies of the query terms
within the search results. In Concept Highlighter [8], the
search results were interactively re-sorted based on fuzzy
membership scores with respect to user-selected concepts.
In both of these systems, the re-sorting features helped to
bring highly relevant documents that were buried deep in the
search results to the attention of the searcher. In user stud-
ies comparing these systems to Google, we found that the
interactive search results exploration features can increase
user performance in finding relevant documents [4].

3. WORDBARS

The primary goals in the design of WordBars (see Figure
1) were to support users in their tasks of query refinement
and search results exploration through interactive and visual
features. The source of information in providing this support
are the top 100 document surrogates in the search results
generated for the current user query.

As the search results are obtained from the Google API
[2], the frequencies of each unique term are counted within
the title and snippet of each document surrogate. Common
terms, as well as terms that are less than three characters
long, are ignored. Porter’s stemming algorithm [14] is used
to reduce terms to their root forms for matching purposes,
resulting in more effective frequency statistics than if exact
word matches were used.

In choosing a method for visually representing this term
frequency information, the goal was to provide a simple rep-
resentation that allows users to browse the available terms,
as well as perceive and interpret the relative frequencies
of these terms in the top search results. Studies of query
expansion systems have shown that users have difficulties
selecting relevant terms from simple lists [18, 13]. In this
work, a vertically-oriented, colour-coded histogram is used
(a zoomed-in view of this histogram is shown in Figure 1).
This histogram is both easy to browse, and provides addi-
tional information to the user regarding term use within the
search results.

The sizes of the bars in the histogram, as well as the in-
tensities of the colours, are used to represent the frequencies
of the top 40 terms found in the search results. Using mul-
tiple visual features to represent the same data attribute
provides redundant coding, and can result in an increase in
the ease, speed, and accuracy in which the the users are able
to perceive and interpret the information [17]. The colour
scale was chosen to vary on the red-green colour channel as
well as the luminance channel. Visually, this colour scale
appears to be a heat scale, resulting in high frequency terms
appearing hot, and low frequency terms appearing neutral
or warm.

The term labels are provided to the right of each frequency
bar. All the terms that are present in the query use a red font
colour; all others are black. These colours allow users to eas-
ily identify their query terms within the histogram, as well
as identify frequently used terms that are not present in the
query. Further, the colour distinctions can be pre-attentively
processed [25], allowing the near-instant recognition of the
distinction between the query terms and the other terms, as
well as the relative differences in frequencies.

As the search results are retrieved from the Google API,
the document surrogates are automatically loaded into the
document list window, and the term frequency histogram
is updated as each document surrogate is processed. This
has the effect of providing an animation of the growth and
re-sorting of the frequency histogram for the terms used in
the top search results.

The methods by which users can interact with the his-
togram were chosen to be as simple as possible in order
to reduce the learning curve associated with using the sys-
tem. Single-clicks are used to select terms, which result in
a re-sorting of the search results based on the term frequen-
cies in the title and snippet (i.e., the document surrogates
are sorted based on the total frequency of occurrence of the
selected terms). A visual indication of which terms are se-
lected is provided via a simple grey box placed around the



Figure 1: A screenshot of the WordBars system with a zoomed-in view of the top of the histogram. Note
that the search results are re-sorted based on the terms selected in the histogram.

selected terms. Double-clicks are used to add or remove
terms from the query. Clicking the search button sends the
refined query to the Google API, producing a new set of
search results and a new histogram of the term frequencies.

Within the document list window, the search results are
displayed in a list-based representation that is similar to that
used by the major search engines. The document number
from the original order of the search results is included to
highlight the effects of the re-sorting features. Clicking on
any document title will open that document in a new win-
dow, and will change the link colour from blue to purple (as
per the de-facto standard for visited links in a Web page).
This allows the users to easily identify documents that have
already been visited, even after the search results are subse-
quently re-sorted by the user.

More details on the WordBars system, along with two
complete examples highlighting the effectiveness of Word-
Bars both for vague and specific initial queries, are provided
in [5]. A video of the WordBars system in action is provided
on the author’s Web site1.

The main drawback to the techniques used in WordBars
is that the ability to support the users in their information
seeking tasks depends greatly upon the quality of the initial
query. If a very poor query is provided, there will be few
relevant documents returned. Exploring these documents
will be of little value, and the common terms used in their
titles and snippets will likely not be relevant to the user’s
information need. However, this lack of relevant terms in the
histogram may provide an indication that the user needs to
start with a better initial query.

When the initial query produces a set of search results in
which at least some documents are relevant, WordBars can
be very beneficial in assisting the users in their Web search
tasks. The term frequency histogram provides a visual in-
dication of the relative frequencies of the terms used in the
top document surrogates from the search results. Users may
interactively re-sort the search results based on the terms
that are most relevant to their information need, and sub-
sequently add these terms to their query to generate a more
specific set of search results.

1http://www.cs.uregina.ca/~hoeber/WordBars/

4. EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN

4.1 Method
In order to evaluate and compare the effectiveness of the

features of WordBars, a study was conducted that mimics
the procedure of using WordBars to first explore the search
results, then attempt to build a better query, and then ex-
plore the search results further. Three understandable yet
somewhat ambiguous tasks were selected and assigned to the
participants in a pseudo-random order. To ensure that the
system provided the same set of search results to each par-
ticipant, the results of each initial search task were cached.

4.2 Procedure
After completing a pre-task questionnaire, each partici-

pant was provided with a training session in which all the
features of the WordBars system were explained. The pro-
cedures for the user study were described using this training
task as an example; the participants were permitted to use
and experiment with the system. The explanation and de-
scription of the research procedures took approximately 10
minutes.

Prior to beginning each target search tasks, the investiga-
tor answered any questions the participants had about the
task itself. For each task, the participants were asked to
perform the following steps:

1. Provide relevance scores for the top ten documents for
the initial query in the order provided by the Google
API using a four-point relevance scale (see Table 1).

2. Select one or more terms from the histogram in order
to re-sort the search results (with the goal of moving
relevant documents to the top of the list), and provide
relevance scores for the top ten documents.

3. Refine the query by adding or removing terms from the
query (with the goal of constructing a better query for
the assigned task), and provide relevance scores for the
top ten documents from the new query.

4. Select one or more terms from the histogram in order
to re-sort the search results (with the goal of moving



Table 1: The relevance scores used to rate the doc-
ument surrogates considered by the participants.

Score Description

4 This document is relevant.
I would definitely click on it.

3 This document is probably relevant.
I would likely click on it.

2 This document is probably not relevant.
I might click on it.

1 This document is not relevant.
I would not click on it.

relevant documents to the top of the list), and provide
relevance scores for the top ten documents.

After completing each of these steps, an in-task question-
naire was administered regarding the participants feelings
of confidence and satisfaction, and impressions of ambigu-
ity among the search results considered. Once all the tar-
get search tasks were completed, a post-task questionnaire
was administered that included a question asking the par-
ticipant to rank the features of WordBars based on their
preferences. The entire procedure took approximately 60
minutes for each participant.

4.3 Tasks
Each search task included a written description of the

information need, along with the initial query to be used.
These were selected from the TREC 2005 HARD Track2 test
topics, and were intentionally chosen to be difficult tasks,
yet understandable by a wide range of participants. It was
also ensured that these search tasks were somewhat vague
so that there was room for improvement by using WordBars,
but not so vague as to result in very few relevant documents
being returned by the underlying search engine. Although
these tasks may not be representative of what people ac-
tually do when searching the Web, they do illustrate areas
where current Web search engines perform poorly, and where
visualization and interaction may be beneficial.

The search tasks are listed below:

Task A Identify hydroelectric projects proposed or under
construction by country and location. Detailed de-
scription of nature, extent, purpose, problems, and
consequences is desirable.
query: “new hydroelectric projects”

Task B Isolate instances of fraud or embezzlement in the
international art trade.
query: “international art crime”

Task C Identify documents that discuss opposition to the
introduction of the euro, the European currency.
query: “euro opposition”

As the participants evaluated the sets of search results,
they were asked to speak the relevance scores using the four-
point relevance scale (see Table 1). This information was
logged by the investigator, along with the time taken to
complete each stage of the task. The participants were asked
to only consider the document surrogates within the search

2http://trec.nist.gov/data/t14_hard.html

Table 2: Demographic features of the participant
sample.

Computer Use 10+ times per week: 100%

Computer Experience high degree: 100%

Web Searches 10+ per week: 84%
5-10 per week: 8%
1-5 per week: 8%

Search Engine Preference Google: 100%

Likelihood of Adding always: 33%
Terms to a Query often: 55%

sometimes: 17%
seldom: 0%

Likelihood of Removing always: 0%
Terms from a Query often: 33%

sometimes: 50%
seldom: 17%

Web Search Experience high degree: 58%
moderate degree: 42%
low degree: 0%

results list for relevance. That a non-relevant document may
appear to be relevant to a searcher when considering only
the title and snippet was beyond the scope of this study.

5. RESULTS

5.1 Participant Demographics
Twelve computer science graduate students were recruited

to participate in this study. The results from the pre-task
questionnaire administered to these participants are pre-
sented in Table 2. Clearly, the participants can be consid-
ered expert users. Although this is not an accurate sample
of the entire population of Web searchers, it does represent
an accurate sample of “power users”.

5.2 Relevance of Search Results
Although it is common to use variants of the precision

metric for evaluating information retrieval systems [12], these
metrics generally assume the existence of expert relevance
scores for the documents in the collection being searched.
Obtaining such expert scores for live Web search results is
problematic, especially when the participants are permitted
to modify and refine their queries.

Instead, the effectiveness of the features of WordBars are
analyzed based only on the relevance scores provided by the
participants. An assumption is made that all the partic-
ipants provided accurate relevance judgments while using
the system. In the course of the study, each participant
believed they were making accurate relevance judgement
choices to the best of their abilities; evaluating the effective-
ness of WordBars under this assumption provides a mean-
ingful analysis of the performance of each participant using
the features of the system.

In order to evaluate each participant’s performance in
finding relevant documents, a rank comparison method was
used. For each of the four sets of documents considered
for relevance (original order, first re-sort, refined query, and
second re-sort), the number of documents which received a
score of three or four (“probably relevant” and “relevant”)
was counted. Each participant’s relative performance was



then ranked, the idea of which is to show where the partic-
ipants found the most, second most, third most, and least
relevant documents (i.e., ranks 1, 2, 3, and 4, respectively).
The results of this analysis are provided in Figure 2, grouped
by task.

This ranked comparison method illustrates which features
of WordBars were most effective in finding relevant docu-
ments. Although it does not convey how much more effective
one feature is than another, neither does it allow the excep-
tional performance of one participant to bias the aggregate
performance results.

For Task A (Figure 2a), the best results were achieved by
re-sorting the search results from the original query, followed
closely by the re-sorting of the search results from the refined
query. Many of the participants appeared to have difficulties
constructing a better query that accurately captured the
assigned information need.

For Task B (Figure 2b), the participants performed marginally
better than the original order of the search results by per-
forming the re-sorting step. In refining their queries, the
participants performed much better than the original order
in most cases. Re-sorting the search results from the refined
query resulted in the best performance.

For Task C (Figure 2c), re-sorting the search results re-
sulted in better performance than the original order, but not
substantially so. Refining the query for this task produced
the best results. Re-sorting the search results of this refined
query resulted in a decrease in the performance compared
to the refined query, but still a substantial increase over the
original order. In analyzing this reduction in performance,
it was found that a number of participants identified all 10
documents as relevant in the refined query search results,
leaving no room for improvement from the re-sorting fea-
tures.

Note that even though these results are very positive, two
participants in Task A and one participant in Task C found
as many or more relevant documents in the original order of
the search results than when using the features of WordBars.
This illustrates the fact that when users make poor choices
using the features of WordBars, the results may be worse
than than if the features were not used at all. These poor
choices may have been due to a lack of understanding of the
topic, a misunderstanding of the meaning or relevance of a
specific term in the WordBars histogram, or errors in using
the interface.

The results of pair-wise Wilcoxon signed rank tests are
provided in Table 3. The increased performance of the par-
ticipants over the original order proved to be statistically sig-
nificant for all the features of WordBars and all tasks, except
for the query refinement in Task A. For Task A, the second
re-sorting of the search results was significantly better than
the refined query, whereas this was not significant for the
other tasks. This suggests that the re-sorting features are
most effective when a poor query is used; when the query is
improved sufficiently, the ability to improve upon the order
of the search results is diminished. In general, these results
are very positive, and illustrate the potential effectiveness of
interactively exploring the search results and interactively
refining a query through the features of the WordBars term
frequency histogram.

5.3 Subjective Measures
After providing the relevance scores for the top ten doc-

(a) Task A: “new hydroelectric projects”

(b) Task B: “international art crime”

(c) Task C: “euro opposition”

Figure 2: A rank comparison of the original order,
the first re-sort, the refined query, and the second
re-sort (of the refined query search results) for each
of the three tasks. Note that ties in the number of
relevant documents found result in ties in the rank-
ing.



Table 3: Pair-wise Wilcoxon signed rank tests in-
dicate the statistical significance of the features of
WordBars.

Task A Pair-wise Wilcoxon
WordBars Feature Comparison Signed Rank Test

first re-sort performed Z = −2.46,p = 0.01
better than original order
refined query performed Z = −0.58, p = 0.80
better than original order
second re-sort performed Z = −2.27,p = 0.02
better than original order
second re-sort performed Z = −2.12,p = 0.03
better than refined query

Task B Pair-wise Wilcoxon
WordBars Feature Comparison Signed Rank Test

first re-sort performed Z = −2.76,p = 0.01
better than original order
refined query performed Z = −2.81,p = 0.01
better than original order
second re-sort performed Z = −3.02,p < 0.01
better than original order
second re-sort performed Z = −0.65, p = 0.52
better than refined query

Task C Pair-wise Wilcoxon
WordBars Feature Comparison Signed Rank Test

first re-sort performed Z = −1.98,p = 0.05
better than original order
refined query performed Z = −2.84,p < 0.01
better than original order
second re-sort performed Z = −2.26,p = 0.02
better than original order
refined query performed Z = −0.81, p = 0.42
better than second re-sort

uments in each sub-task, participants completed a short in-
task questionnaire to measure their subjective reactions to
using the features of WordBars to find relevant documents
for the assigned task. Of interest were the participants’ de-
gree of confidence in completing the task, satisfaction with
the search results considered, and perceptions of ambiguity
among the search results set.

For the confidence measure, the participants rated how
confident they were in their ability to find a good set of rele-
vant documents (Figure 3a). Whereas the confidence in the
search results from the original order followed a normal dis-
tribution, the confidence from re-sorting the original search
results, refining the query, and re-sorting the refined query
search results were all positively skewed. In particular, the
highest degree of confidence was reported for re-sorting the
refined query results. While some participants reported a
high degree of confidence in their refined query, many were
only moderately confident. Many of these moderately con-
fident responses were from Task A, where participants had
difficulties crafting a better query.

For the satisfaction measure, the participants rated how
satisfied they were with the documents considered in the
search results set (Figure 3b). Like the confidence measure,
the satisfaction measure for the original order followed a nor-
mal distribution. The satisfaction measure for the three sets
of search results generated from the WordBars features were

(a) confidence in ability to find relevant documents

(b) satisfaction in the search results

(c) impressions of ambiguity in the search results

Figure 3: Subjective measures reported by the par-
ticipants after completing each stage of the study.
Note that the features of WordBars were consis-
tently scored higher than the original order of the
search results from the initial query.



Table 4: Friedman tests for the subjective reactions
show that the differences in this data are statistically
significant.

Measure Friedman Test

confidence χ2(3) = 36.12,p < 0.001

satisfaction χ2(3) = 29.25,p < 0.001

ambiguity χ2(3) = 36.17,p < 0.001

all positively skewed. While the differences in this measure
among the features of WordBars was marginal; they all re-
sulted in a higher level of satisfaction among the users than
the original order of the search results.

For the ambiguity measure, the participants rated how
ambiguous they thought the search result set was (Figure 3c).
Again, the responses for the original order of the search
results followed a normal distribution. For both the first
re-sorting of the original search results, and the second re-
sorting of the refined query search results, the ambiguity
measurements were positively skewed. This indicates that
many participants found the search results to be more spe-
cific when they were re-sorted. For the query refinement,
the ambiguity measure showed a normal distribution with a
positive skew, which illustrates that some participants were
able to perform better than the original order, whereas oth-
ers were not (mostly those from Task A).

The results of Friedman tests on these responses showed
them to be statistically significant. These statistics are re-
ported in Table 4.

5.4 Preference Rank
After all the tasks were completed by the participants,

a post-task questionnaire was administered which included
a question asking the participants to rank their preference
for the search results considered. The options were (a) the
search results in the original order, (b) the search results af-
ter re-sorting, (c) the search results after refining the query,
and (d) the search results after re-sorting the refined query.
These rank responses are reported in Figure 4.

The original order of the search results was almost unani-
mously ranked last. One participant ranked the original or-
der as the second best, and one ranked it as the third best.
This result provides a clear indication that all the partici-
pants found value in the interactive query refinement and
interactive search results exploration features of WordBars.

For the three sets of search results generated using the
features of WordBars, the rank depended greatly upon the
participants’ abilities to refine their query. Those who were
able to effectively choose relevant terms to add to their query
(as well as replace or remove ambiguous terms) tended to
select (c) the refined query as their top preference, followed
by (d) the second re-sorting of the refined query as their
second choice, and (b) the first re-sort of the original search
results as their third choice.

The participants who had difficulty choosing terms with
which to refine their query tended to indicate (b) the first re-
sorting of the original search results to be most preferable.
They also had a tendency to indicate that (d) the second re-
sorting of the refined query was preferable to (c) the refined
query itself.

A pair-wise analysis of the results using Wilcoxon signed
ranks tests showed that all the features of WordBars are

Figure 4: Preferences ranks reported by the par-
ticipants for the features of WordBars. Note that
the re-sorting and query refinement features were al-
most unanimously ranked higher (i.e., more prefer-
able) than the original order of the search results.

Table 5: Pair-wise Wilcoxon signed ranks tests for
the preference ranks show the statistical significance
of the participants’ preferences for the features of
WordBars.

Comparison Pair-wise Wilcoxon
Signed Rank Test

first re-sort preferable Z = −3.11,p < 0.01
to original order
refined query preferable Z = −2.50,p = 0.01
to original order
second re-sort preferable Z = −2.78,p = 0.01
to original order
first re-sort preferable Z = −0.56, p = 0.58
to refined query
second re-sort preferable Z = −0.58, p = 0.56
to refined query
second re-sort preferable Z = −0.12, p = 0.90
to first re-sort

preferable to the original order of the search results, with
statistical significance (see Table 5). However, there was
no clear preference between the features of WordBars them-
selves.

Other data was collected in the course of this study, such
as the participants’ prior knowledge on the topics, and the
time taken to complete each task. However, this data was
highly variable and was not correlated to system perfor-
mance.

6. DISCUSSION
There are three features of this user study that are worth

discussing in further detail: the tasks, the participants, and
the relevance judgments. The three search tasks used in
this study were intentionally chosen to be both easy to un-
derstand, yet somewhat ambiguous. By choosing easy to
understand tasks, prior knowledge or experience in the task
domain was not necessary, and had minimal influence on
the participants abilities to decide document relevance. By



choosing tasks that were also somewhat ambiguous, the top
search results returned by the Google API included a mix-
ture of relevant and non-relevant documents. With very
specific tasks, Google and other Web search engines per-
form very well, providing many highly relevant documents
in the top search results, leaving little ability for improve-
ment for interactive Web search systems. However, for am-
biguous tasks, there is a great opportunity to improve the
performance of the users through interactive query refine-
ment and interactive search results exploration, as we have
seen in this study.

The participants chosen for this user study can all be con-
sidered expert computer users, as well as intermediate to
expert Web searchers. While this sample is not an accurate
representation of the entire population of Web searchers, it
is a sub-population (i.e., expert or power users) that can
benefit from the interactivity and visualization features of
WordBars to support their Web search tasks. Although our
results are valid for these expert users, it is possible that we
will get different results with novice to intermediate com-
puter users.

Since live Web search results were used in this study, ex-
pert evaluations of the document surrogates were not avail-
able. As such, the performance of the participants in terms
of finding relevant documents was based solely on the rele-
vance scores provided by the participants. Our assumption
that the participants were able to give accurate relevance
judgments ignored the situations where the title, snippet,
and URL for a document were misleading, or where the
participant incorrectly interpreted the information provided.
The potential for these errors can be ignored since it was pos-
sible for the participants to make them during all stages of
the study. Therefore, from the perspective of the user, the
assumption of accurate relevance judgments does not inval-
idate the results reported in this study. However, evaluat-
ing whether the users are able to accurately make relevance
judgments is worth further study, not just with WordBars,
but with Web search results in general.

Even though the results of this study were very positive,
and indicate that in most cases the features of WordBars
can help the users to find more relevant documents, we be-
lieve that real-world use may result in even better results.
This study required the participants to use WordBars in
a structured and measured manner, by first evaluating the
top ten documents, then re-sorting the search results and
evaluating the top ten documents, then refining the query
and evaluating the top ten documents, then re-sorting the
search results again and evaluating the top ten documents.
The participants had only one chance to select terms for re-
sorting, as well as for refining their query. In real-world use,
users can take advantage of the interactive nature of Word-
Bars; they can easily experiment with “what-if” scenarios,
selecting terms for re-sorting, considering a few documents,
making further selections or changes, considering the results
of these changes, etc. Similarly, for refining the query, if
the users feel that they have made a mistake in modifying
the query, they could easily return to the previous query, or
attempt to make a further refinement of the query. There-
fore, in future research, we wish to study the benefits of
interactive query refinement and interactive search results
exploration under real-world Web search conditions.

A particular focus of this future work will be to study
the potential utility of the visual and interactive features

of WordBars for different types of searching. The study
reported in this paper was designed such that each partic-
ipant conducted the same set of ambiguous search tasks.
In real-world use, we will be able to study a much broader
range of search tasks, such as exploratory searching, tar-
geted searching, re-finding of perviously seen information,
and opportunistic searching. Future studies will also include
controlled experiments that provide a more direct compari-
son to the top search engines, and an evaluation of methods
other than term frequency for generating lists of potentially
relevant terms from the top search results. A comparison
between the information generated using the title and snip-
pet versus the entire textual contents of the document will
be of value, as will more extensive evaluations from an in-
formation retrieval perspective using document collections
such as those provided by TREC.

7. CONCLUSIONS
The user evaluation reported in this paper illustrates the

potential benefits that a visual and interactive interface to
Web search such as WordBars can provide to searchers. In
some cases, the participants found more relevant documents
as a result of refining their queries; in others, the partici-
pants performed better by re-sorting the search results. The
subjective reactions were very positive, and the participants
unanimously ranked the use of the features of WordBars as
superior to evaluating the search results in the original or-
der. One of the key benefits of WordBars is the support it
provides to both crafting a query and exploring the search
results, within a single user interface.

The results of this study provide strong evidence in sup-
port of the fundamental hypothesis in the design of Word-
Bars: that frequently used terms in the results of an initial
search can provide valuable information to the user, both
for crafting a better query as well as for re-sorting and ex-
ploring the search results. WordBars represents an example
of what we believe will be the next generation of Web search
interfaces: tools that focus on supporting the fundamental
Web search tasks through interactive query refinement and
interactive search results exploration.

The design of other interactive Web search interfaces may
also benefit from the results of this study. It was shown that
in many cases, participants were able to effectively make in-
teractive selections for the term frequency histogram to im-
prove their search performance. The visual representation of
this information is an effective design feature in supporting
users in interactive query refinement and interactive search
results exploration tasks. The continued investigation of vi-
sual representations of information to support interactive
Web search tasks will contribute greatly to the design of
next-generation Web search interfaces.
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